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7:00 Introduction
Welcome and introductions
Purpose of meeting: To present 5 proposals for NRP Phase II
and to receive comments
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8:50 Next Steps and Conclusion
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Goals for NRP Phase II
Adopted by the NRP Policy Board, 11/15/99

The NRP Policy Board developed the NRP Phase II goals over an eight month period during 1999.
Initially, at a public meeting in April, citizens gave their ideas for how the NRP might be different in Phase
II.  Over the summer, neighborhoods and government jurisdictions provided their input on what the Goals
of the NRP should be for Phase II.  From all these ideas, the Policy Board developed a draft set of Goals at
a retreat in September.  Citizens provided comments on the draft at a public meeting in October.  The
Board revised the draft and adopted the following set of Phase II Goals in November of 1999.   These
Goals along with additional criteria listed on page 10 of this packet will guide the Board’s program planning
for Phase II.

Create a greater sense of community so that the people who live, work, learn and
play in Minneapolis have an increased sense of commitment to and confidence in
their neighborhood and their City.

Sustain and enhance neighborhood capability in order to strengthen the civic in-
volvement of all members of the community.

Ensure that neighborhood-based planning remains the foundation of the program, is
informed and leads to creative and innovative approaches.

Strengthen the partnerships among neighborhoods and jurisdictions to identify and
accomplish shared citywide goals.

Ensure that government agencies learn from and respond to neighborhood plans so
that public services ultimately reflect neighborhood priorities.

Develop and support life cycle housing citywide through the preservation of existing
housing and new construction by reaffirming our commitment to the state mandate
that 52.5% of NRP funds be spent on housing.
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NRP Phase II Planning Timeline
Status as of February 2000

December 1998
NRP Policy Board adopted planning process for NRP Phase II (2001 - 2009)

April 1999
NRP Policy Board initiated monthly meetings of NRP Phase II Steering Committee to guide planning process
Mayor and City Council hosted community meeting on NRP Phase II to solicit initial input in order to develop
Goals for Phase II and to provide information on NRP’s financial status

June 1999
NRP Phase II Steering Committee invited jurisdiction, neighborhood, and community interest representatives
on the NRP Policy Board to hold discussions with their respective constituencies and prepare comments on
NRP Phase II Goals and program operations

August � September 1999
All five participating jurisdictions forwarded comments on Phase II Goals to the NRP Policy Board
300 neighborhood leaders attended 8 neighborhood meetings organized by NRP staff to offer their ideas
about Phase II;  comments from these meetings were summarized and forwarded to NRP Policy Board
NRP Policy Board held a retreat to draft proposed Phase II Goals

October 1999
Program Operations Work Team convened to develop proposals for how the NRP should operate in Phase II
Second community meeting hosted by Mayor/City Council and NRP Policy Board to receive citizen comments
on Draft Phase II Goals

November 1999
NRP Policy Board adopted Goals for Phase II

January 2000
Program Operations Work Team presented 5 proposals for NRP Phase II to the NRP Policy Board;
Policy Board approved the public distribution of these models for citizen comment

February 2000
NRP Policy Board and Mayor and City Council host third community meeting to receive citizen comments on
5 proposals for NRP Phase II
NRP staff convenes meetings of NRP participants to comment on 5 proposals
NRP Policy Board considers public input and selects proposal(s) for further development and discussion

March - May 2000
Program Operations Work Team develops detailed operational model(s) for Phase II

May 2000
Evaluation of Phase I, conducted by external consultant Teamworks, is presented to NRP Policy Board
Community input solicited on the detailed model(s); one or more community meeting(s) will be held

May/June 2000
NRP Policy Board adopts one complete operational model for Phase II

July-December 2000
NRP, jurisdictions, and neighborhoods prepare to implement Phase II model

January 2001
Phase II begins
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Overview of the 5 Proposals for NRP Phase II

Proposal A: Continue Phase I

Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how all Phase II program funds are
spent.

Proposal B: Hold Back a Portion of Neighborhoods� Funds Until Housing Requirement is As-
sured

Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how all Phase II program funds are
spent.  However, a portion of each neighborhood’s allocation that is not spent on housing
activities is held back until it is clear that the Program’s statutory Housing Requirement will
be met.  A method for the timing and release of held back funds will be determined later
this spring.

Proposal C: Provide Incentives for Community or Citywide Priorities

Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how all Phase II program funds are
spent.  Incentives are built into the Program to encourage neighborhoods to address
community or citywide priorities.  These incentives will be determined later this spring.

Proposal D: Reserve Some NRP Funds for Citywide Priorities of Affordable Housing and
Commercial Corridors

Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how the majority of Phase II program
funds are spent.  25-40% of the program’s Phase II funds are reserved for the citywide
priorities of affordable housing and commercial corridors. A neighborhood/Policy Board
process for distributing the reserved funds will be determined later this spring.  Priority will
be given to an individual neighborhood or groups of neighborhoods who want to supple-
ment their NRP plan allocations that are directed to these citywide priorities with some of
the reserved funds.

Proposal E: Reserve Substantial NRP Funds for Affordable Housing

Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how a portion of Phase II program
funds are spent.  40-60% of the program’s Phase II funds are reserved for the citywide
priority of affordable housing. A neighborhood/Policy Board process for distributing the
reserved funds will be determined in the second part of Phase II planning. Priority will be
given to an individual neighborhood or groups of neighborhoods who want to supplement
their NRP plan allocations directed to these citywide priorities with some of the reserved
funds.
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Proposal A:
Continue Phase I

1. Description of Proposal:
All Phase II program funds are allocated directly to neighborhoods.  Neighborhoods, through their
NRP plans, prioritize how all their NRP funds are spent.

2. Who Plans and Sets Priorities?
Every neighborhood does its own planning, and every neighborhood receives an allocation of NRP
funds.  Neighborhoods, at their own initiative, can do joint neighborhood planning or can pool funds
with other neighborhoods or public agencies for a community or citywide project.

3. How are NRP funds distributed?
All Phase II program funds are allocated directly to neighborhoods.  A formula will be used, similar to
Phase I, that is based on neighborhood characteristics such as population and housing condition, to
determine how much money each neighborhood gets.

4. How is the Housing Requirement* addressed?
Neighborhoods will be given information about the Housing Requirement to encourage them to spend
funds on housing.  However, there would be no neighborhood housing investment requirements.
Neighborhoods would independently identify and address housing needs and their investment deci-
sions will determine if the Housing Requirement is achieved.

5. How are citywide priorities addressed?
The NRP program will encourage neighborhoods to invest their funds in citywide priorities, but there
will be no requirement that neighborhoods do so and no setting aside of NRP funds program-wide for
such projects.

* The state legislation that created NRP requires that 52.5% of all NRP funds be spent on housing
 and housing-related activities.
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Proposal B:
Hold Back a Portion of Neighborhoods� Funds

Until Housing Requirement is Assured

1.  Description of Proposal:
All Phase II program funds are allocated directly to neighborhoods.  Neighborhoods, through their
NRP plans, prioritize how their NRP funds are spent. A portion of each neighborhood’s allocation not
spent on housing activities is held in reserve until it is clear that the NRP Program’s Housing Require-
ment will be met.

2.  Who Plans and Sets Priorities?
Every neighborhood does its own planning, and every neighborhood receives an allocation of NRP
funds.  Neighborhoods, at their own initiative, can do joint neighborhood planning or can pool funds
with other neighborhoods or public agencies for a community or citywide project.  If it is determined
that the Housing Requirement is not being met by the total NRP program, then some restrictions may
be placed on the release of the neighborhoods’ held-back funds.

3.  How are NRP funds distributed?
All Phase II program funds are allocated directly to neighborhoods.  A formula will be used, similar to
Phase I, that is based on neighborhood characteristics such as population and housing condition, to
determine how much each neighborhood gets.

4.  How is the Housing Requirement addressed?
Some funds for each neighborhood are held in reserve until the NRP Program’s Housing Requirement
is met.

5. How are citywide priorities addressed?
The NRP program will encourage neighborhoods to invest their funds in citywide priorities, but there
will be no requirement that neighborhoods do so and no setting aside of NRP funds program-wide for
such projects.
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Proposal C:
Provide Incentives for Community or Citywide Priorities

1. Description of Proposal:
All Phase II program funds are allocated directly to neighborhoods.  Neighborhoods, through their
NRP plans, prioritize how all their NRP funds are spent.  Incentives are built into the Program to
encourage neighborhoods to address community or citywide priorities.

2. Who Plans and Sets Priorities?
Every neighborhood does its own planning, and every neighborhood receives an allocation of NRP
funds.  Jurisdictions, neighborhoods and foundations offer incentives to encourage neighborhoods to
plan at a joint neighborhood, community or citywide level.

Incentives might include the following:  a jurisdiction dedicates resources to a particular project and
requests that neighborhoods contribute NRP funds; a foundation initiates and funds a project and
requests neighborhoods’ participation; a neighborhood or group of neighborhoods proposes a
project and other neighborhoods, a jurisdiction or a foundation contribute funds.  The Program would
encourage and facilitate these partnership opportunities.

3. How are NRP funds distributed?
All Phase II program funds are allocated directly to neighborhoods.  A formula will be used, similar to
Phase I, that is based on neighborhood characteristics such as population and housing condition, to
determine how much each neighborhood gets.

4. How is the Housing Requirement addressed?
To address the Housing Requirement, this proposal can use the method from either Proposal A
(education and promotion) or Proposal B (hold back funds until it is sure that Housing Requirement
will be met).

5. How are citywide priorities addressed?
Incentives built into the Program are the primary means used to encourage investment by neighbor-
hoods in citywide priorities.  Possible incentives are described above in #2.  The Program would
encourage and facilitate these partnership opportunities.
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Proposal D:
Reserve Some NRP Funds for Citywide Priorities
of Affordable Housing and Commercial Corridors

1. Description of Proposal:
Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how a majority of Phase II program funds are
spent.  25-40% of the program’s Phase II funds are reserved for the citywide priorities of affordable
housing* and commercial corridors*.  A neighborhood/Policy Board process for distributing the
reserved funds will be developed later this spring.

2. Who Plans and Sets Priorities?
Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, decide how all their NRP funds are spent.  The 25-40% of
funds that will be reserved in a pool for affordable housing and commercial corridors will be distrib-
uted differently.  The specific neighborhood/ Policy Board process for distribution will be developed
later this spring.  Priority will be given to an individual neighborhood or groups of neighborhoods who
want to supplement their NRP plan allocations that are directed to these citywide priorities with some
of the reserved funds.

3. How are NRP funds distributed?
60-75% of Phase II program funds will be allocated to individual neighborhoods using a formula similar
to that of Phase I.   25-40% of NRP funds will be allocated to a citywide pool for affordable housing
and commercial corridor projects.  A method for distributing these funds will be developed later this
spring.

4. How is the Housing Requirement addressed?
By reserving some NRP funds citywide for affordable housing, the Program will be making progress
toward achieving the statutory Housing Requirement.  In order to address any remaining Housing
Requirement, this proposal can use the method from either Proposal A (education and promotion) or
Proposal B (hold back funds until it is sure that the Housing Requirement will be met).

5. How are citywide priorities addressed?
25-40% of the program’s Phase II funds are reserved for the citywide priorities of affordable housing
and commercial corridors.

* NOTE on Commercial Corridors and Affordable Housing:

If the Policy Board chooses to implement Proposal D or E, it will have to define a process for allocating the NRP funds reserved
for the priorities of “Commercial Corridors” and “Affordable Housing”.  This will include defining what “Commercial Corridors”
and “Affordable Housing” are, i.e. what kinds of projects would be eligible for these funds?

In general terms, commercial corridors and affordable housing have been characterized as the following:

Commercial Corridors:  In general, the City characterizes “Commercial Corridors” as those streets that are primarily commer-
cial in character and traverse the City, serving to connect a number of neighborhoods.  These streets, with their traditional store
fronts and attention to the pedestrian as well as public transit, are unique to the City.  These streets are an asset to Minneapolis
and, in general, are in need of revitalization.  Some examples include Lake Street, Franklin Avenue, Central Avenue, West
Broadway, Hennepin Avenue.                                                                   (Continued on page 9)
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Proposal E:
Reserve Substantial NRP Funds for Affordable Housing

1. Description of Proposal
Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, prioritize how a portion of Phase II program funds are
spent.  40-60% of the program’s Phase II funds are reserved for the citywide priority of affordable
housing*. A neighborhood/Policy Board process for distributing the reserved funds will be deter-
mined later this spring.

2. Who Plans and Sets Priorities?
Neighborhoods, through their NRP plans, decide how all their NRP funds are spent.  The 40-60% of
funds that will be reserved in a pool for affordable housing will be distributed differently.  The specific
neighborhood/Policy Board process will be developed later this spring.  Priority will be given to an
individual neighborhood or groups of neighborhoods who want to supplement their NRP plan alloca-
tions that are directed to these citywide priorities with some of the reserved funds.

3. How are NRP funds distributed?
40-60% of Phase II program funds will be allocated to individual neighborhoods using a formula similar
to that of Phase I.  40-60% of Phase II program funds will be allocated to a citywide pool for afford-
able housing projects.  A method for distributing these funds will be developed later this spring.

4. How is the Housing Requirement addressed?
By reserving some NRP funds citywide for affordable housing, the Program will be making progress
toward attaining the statutory Housing Requirement.  If the amount of funds in this citywide pool does
not enable the Program to completely meet the Housing Requirement, this Proposal can use the
method from either Proposal A (education and promotion) or Proposal B (hold back funds until it is
sure that Housing Requirement will be met).

5.  How are citywide priorities addressed?
40-60% of the program’s Phase II funds are reserved for the citywide priority of affordable housing.

* NOTE on Commercial Corridors and Affordable Housing (continued from page 8):

Affordable Housing:  In general, the City characterizes “Affordable Housing” as housing which costs no more than 30% of
household income for households earning below 50% of the metropolitan area median income (currently $31,800 per year for a
family of 4).   For example, affordable housing for a family of four earning $31,800 would cost no more than $795 per month.
The kind of housing that is affordable is quite varied.  It might be a single family unit standing alone in a neighborhood; a series of
two-story town house units clustered on part of a block; a unit or two in a four-unit or eight-unit apartment building in a
neighborhood.  Affordable housing can be new construction, renovated existing housing, or existing housing that is converted to
affordable.
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Criteria for Evaluating the
5 Proposals for NRP Phase II

What�s important to me about the NRP, and is that reflected in the 5 proposals?
How are the 5 proposals different?  What does each proposal emphasize?

The NRP Policy Board members will be asking themselves a series of questions about the proposals to
better understand their implications.  Some of the questions relate directly to the 6 Goals of NRP Phase II.
Other questions are about issues of importance to the NRP, such as how well broad participation in the
program is encouraged and how the program works for neighborhoods, given the great diversity of
neighborhoods in the City.

As you review the 5 proposals, ask yourselves whether the proposals fulfill the Goals for NRP Phase II,
AND the following questions:

1. Does the proposal promote participation by people of color, low-income persons, tenants, and other
under-represented populations?  In addition, does it promote a diversity of ideas?

2. Is the proposal simple and clear enough to encourage neighborhood volunteer participation?

3. Does the proposal accommodate the unique needs of individual neighborhoods?

4. Does the proposal accommodate jurisdictional goals?

5. Will the proposal be understandable and flexible enough to be implemented by neighborhood organi-
zations with varying levels of expertise?

6. Will the proposal require increased staff time from public agencies in order to implement?

7. Does the proposal leverage additional capital investments by public and private agencies?

8. Is accountability built into the proposal resulting, for example, in measurable outcomes?



Available 
Program
Funds*

$91.6 M
49%

$96.5%
51%
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Projected Phase I & Phase II
Uses of NRP Funds

The following two graphs summarize the projected uses of NRP funds in the first and second phases of
the program.  Phase II includes a smaller amount of funding because it covers nine years (2001-2009)
compared to Phase I, which covers eleven years (1990–2000) and because $9.6 million of Phase II
revenues have been allocated to Action Plans in Phase I.

Projected Phase II NRP Allocations
Total = $170.4 million

2001 - 2009

Projected Phase I NRP Allocations
Total = $229.6 million*

1990 - 2000

Program
Funds/
Other

Program
Funds/

Housing

$90.6 M
60%

$60.0 M
40%

Action Plans/
Other

Action Plans/
Housing**

NRP Administration

Youth Coordinating Board

NRP Administra-
tion

Youth Coordinating Board

Transition
Projects

Hennepin County &
Minneapolis Public

Schools

*  Program funds include both Action Plan allocations and any approved Fund Reservations as contemplated by proposals D and E.

* Includes Action Plans approved as of 12/31/99.
** Housing related activity was 49% of Action Plan funds in Phase I.  However, overall Phase I housing expenditures were

46% of overall Phase I funds (the whole “pie”).  Overall Phase I housing expenditures include housing related expendi-
tures made in the four other activities listed above.  The state statute governing NRP requires 52.5% of all NRP funds
to be spent on housing related activities.
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